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Let G be a finite connected regular graph with vertex set V G, and let G be a
subgroup of its automorphism group Aut G. Then G is said to be G-locally primiti¨ e
if, for each vertex a , the stabilizer G is primitive on the set of vertices adjacent toa
a . In this paper we assume that G is an almost simple group with socle soc G s S;
that is, S is a nonabelian simple group and SeG F Aut S. We study nonbipartite}
graphs G which are G-locally primitive, such that S has trivial centralizer in Aut G
 .and S is not semiregular on vertices. We prove that one of the following holds: i
 .  .SeAut G F Aut S , ii G - Y F Aut G with Y almost simple and soc Y / S, or}
 .iii S belongs to a very restricted family of Lie type simple groups of characteristic
p, say, and Aut G contains the semidirect product Zd:G, where Zd is a knownp p
absolutely irreducible G-module. Moreover, in certain circumstances we can guar-
 .  .antee that SeAut G F Aut S . For example, if G is a connected G, 2 -arc}
 .   ..  2 nq1 .  .transitive graph with Sz q F G F Aut Sz q q s 2 G 8 or G s Ree q
 2 nq1 .  .q s 3 G 27 , then G F Aut G F Aut G . Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
A fundamental problem in determining the structure of a graph G is the
problem of finding its full automorphism group Aut G. We are interested
in certain families of finite vertex-transitive graphs for which membership
is determined by the existence of a vertex-transitive subgroup of the
automorphism group possessing a certain property. In this context the
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problem is to determine AutG, given a certain vertex-transitive subgroup
of it. For some families of finite vertex-transitive graphs, for example, the
class of finite 2-arc transitive graphs, the subfamily consisting of those
graphs admitting an almost simple subgroup of automorphisms with the
appropriate property has been identified as having special significance and
 w x.being worthy of special study see, for example, 18 . The purpose of this
paper is to study the automorphism groups of finite graphs G which admit
a vertex-transitive subgroup G of automorphisms, with G almost simple,
that is, with the socle soc G a nonabelian simple group S. In certain
 .circumstances we can guarantee that SeAut G F Aut S .
}
Let G be a finite simple undirected graph with vertex set V G and edge
set EG which we identify with a subset of unordered pairs of vertices from
.  .V G . For a g V G let G a denote the set of all vertices adjacent to a ,
and let G be a subgroup of Aut G. Then G is said to be G-locally primiti¨ e
 .if, for each a g V G, the stabilizer G is primitive on G a .a
It is not difficult to see that, for a connected G-locally primitive graph G,
either the group G is transitive on vertices, or G is bipartite and the
G-orbits on vertices are the two parts of the bipartition. We shall focus on
the nonbipartite case: we study the automorphism groups of finite, con-
nected, nonbipartite, G-locally primitive graphs G with G an almost simple
group such that the socle of G is not semiregular on vertices. A permuta-
tion group G on a set X is said to be semiregular if the only element of G
.which fixes a point of X is the identity element. In this case both G and
its simple socle are transitive on vertices. Our main result is the following.
THEOREM 1.1. Let G be a finite almost simple group with socle S and let
G be a connected nonbipartite G-locally primiti¨ e graph. Suppose that S is not
 .semiregular on ¨ertices and that C S s 1. Then one of the followingAut G
holds.
 .  .a SeAut G F Aut S ; or}
 .b G - Y F Aut G, Y is almost simple with soc Y / S, and either
 .  .N G is maximal in Y, or G s K , G s PSL 2, 7 , and Y s A or S ; orY 8 8 8
 . dc Aut G contains a subgroup N.G, where N s Z for some prime pp
 .and d ) 1, and S s S q is a Lie type simple group o¨er a field of order
q s pe for some e di¨ iding d. Further, S, dre, N are as in Table 1 or 2, and
N is intransiti¨ e and semiregular on V G.
 .  .Remark 1.2. a In part b of Theorem 1.1 with G / K , more infor-8
w x w xmation about the socles of G and Y is available from 13 and 14 . Note
 .  .  .that since C S s 1, we have that N G F Aut S, that is, H s N GAut G Y Y
is almost simple with socle S. Thus we have H maximal in Y and Y s HYa
such that neither H nor Y contains soc Y. Let K be maximal such thata
Y F K - Y and K W soc Y. If K is maximal in Y then Y s HK is aa
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TABLE I
Unbounded Lie Rank
S dre Comments on N
" .A q l q 1 Natural modulel
 .  .A q l l q 1 r2 q odd; see Remark 2.10l
 .B q 2 l q 1 Natural modulel
 .C q 2 l Natural modulel
" .D q 2 l Natural modulel
maximal factorization of the almost simple group Y with the factor H also
almost simple, and neither H nor K contains soc Y. All such factorizations
w xare known explicitly and their classification is given in 13 . On the other
hand, if K is not maximal in Y then the factorization Y s HK was called a
y w x  .max factorization in 14 see also Definition 3.1 in this paper and in that
paper all maxy factorizations of almost simple groups were classified
 .explicitly. The special case of Theorem 1.1 b in which H is primitive on
w xthe vertices of G has been investigated further in 15 .
 .  .b In case c of Theorem 1.1, let G be the quotient graph obtainedN
by taking the N-orbits as vertices and joining two N-orbits by an edge if
there is at least one edge in G joining a point in the first to a point in the
second N-orbit. Then G is a cover of G and G is also a connectedN N
 .nonbipartite G-locally primitive graph see Remark 2.5 for more details .
 .  . 3  .For the groups A q with dre s l l q 1 r2 and D q with dre s 12 inl 4
Tables I and II, respectively, more details are given in Remark 2.10. In
particular, q is odd.
Theorem 1.1 will be proved in Section 2. In Section 3 we explore some
applications of it. First we prove a somewhat technical result Theorem
.  .3.3 which illustrates in a general way that case b can often be avoided.
TABLE II
Bounded Lie Rank
S dre Comments on N
 .B q , l s 3 or 4 8, 16 Spin modulel
 .C q , l s 3 or 4 8, 16 Spin modulel
" .D q , l s 4 or 5 8, 16 Spin modulel
3  .D q 12 q odd; see Remark 2.104
" .E q 276
 .E q 567
 .G q 6 q even, symplectic2
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Then we look at the two infinite families of almost simple groups G which
 .motivated this investigation. We show that Theorem 1.1 a holds for these
 . families in the case of G, 2 -arc transitive actions. A 2-arc of a graph G is
 .  4  4a triple a , b , g of vertices such that a , b and b , g are edges of G,
 .and G is said to be G, 2 -arc transiti¨ e if G is a subgroup of Aut G such
.that G is transitive on the 2-arcs of G.
 .THEOREM 1.3. Let G be a connected G, 2 -arc transiti¨ e graph, where
 .   ..  2 nq1 .  . either Sz q F G F Aut Sz q q s 2 G 8 or G s Ree q q s
2 nq1 .  .3 G 27 . Then G F Aut G F Aut G .
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1
Let G be a connected, nonbipartite, G-locally primitive graph of valency
d , and let H be the stabilizer in G of a vertex a . Then G is transitive onG
 .V G, H is transitive on G a , and so G is transitive on the 1-arcs of G, that
 w x.is, the ordered pairs of adjacent vertices of G. Thus see 20 there exists a
 : g  . g2-element g g G such that H, g s G, b [ a g G a , and a s b ,
and hence H l H g s G has index d in H. Moreover G ( G* [ab G
 .G G, H, HgH , where G* is defined by
 4  4 y1V G* s Hx N x g G , EG* s Hx , Hy N x , y g G, xy g HgH . 4
1 .
All connected regular G-locally primitive graphs considered in this paper
 .will be defined in terms of a subgroup H and a 2-element g as in 1 .
Now let G and G be as in Theorem 1.1 so that G is an almost simple
 .subgroup of Aut G with socle S such that C S s 1 and S is notAut G
semiregular on vertices. First we record an upper bound on the order of
 .the Sylow subgroups of S in terms of the minimal index m S of proper
subgroups of S.
< < aLEMMA 2.1. For each prime p, the p-part of S is p , where a F
  . .  .  .m S y 1 r p y 1 and if p s 2 then a F m S y 2.
 .Proof. Set r [ m S . Since S is isomorphic to a subgroup of S a Sylowr
p-subgroup of S has order pa at most the power of p dividing r!. Thus
 .  .  .a F r y 1 r p y 1 . If p s 2 then S F A and so a F r y 1 y 1.r
 .Suppose now that Theorem 1.1 a does not hold. Then clearly we may
 .assume further that G s Aut S l Aut G. Let G - Y F Aut G with G
maximal in Y. Let N be a minimal normal subgroup of Y. Then N s T d
for some simple group T and positive integer d G 1. The next proposition
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gives some information about Y and N. For a subgroup H of Aut G which
fixes a subset X of V G setwise, H X will denote the permutation group on
X induced by H. Note that the assertions of Proposition 2.2 and Lemmas
2.3]2.9 concerning the action and structure of Y remain true if the
 .  .assumption C S s 1 is replaced by the weaker condition C S s 1.Aut G Y
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let Y and N be as gi¨ en abo¨e. Then the following
hold.
 .i S is transiti¨ e on the 1-arcs of G, and S is not a normal subgroup
of Y.
 .ii Either N is semiregular on V G or N is transiti¨ e on the 1-arcs of G.
 .  .iii Either Theorem 1.1 b holds, or Y s NG and G l N s 1.
Proof. Suppose that S is normal in Y, and consider the natural map
 .w : Y ª Aut S determined by conjugation. If Ker w s 1 then Y is isomor-
 .phic to a subgroup of Aut S , contradicting our assumption that G s
 .  .Aut G l Aut S . Hence Ker w / 1. Further Ker w l G s 1 since C SG
s 1. Then since both S and Ker w are normal in Y, they centralize each
 .other, contradicting C S s 1. Thus S is not normal in Y.AutG .
Suppose next that N is not semiregular on V G. Then N / 1 and by thea
connectivity of G it follows that N Ga . is a nontrivial normal subgroup ofa
Y Ga .. Since by assumption GGa . is primitive, also Y Ga . is primitive.a a a
Hence N Ga . is transitive and so N has at most two orbits in V G. Since Ga
is not bipartite it follows that N is transitive on V G; hence N is transitive
on the 1-arcs of G. A similar argument shows that S is transitive on the
 .  .  .1-arcs of G since S is not semiregular on V G . Thus parts i and ii are
proved.
 .If G l N s 1 then Y s NG since G is maximal in Y, and part iii
holds. Thus we may assume that G l N / 1. Then S F N l G. Since S is
 .transitive on V G, N is also. Thus Y s GY and N s SN . From C Sa a Aut G
 .  . ds 1 it follows that C S s 1 and hence C N s 1. Recall that N s TY Y
with T simple and d G 1. Suppose first that d s 1. Then N s T F Y F
 .  .Aut T , that is, Y is almost simple. Also T / S by part i , and so Theorem
 .1.1 b holds. Thus we may assume that d ) 1. If G F N then, as G is
almost simple, G is a proper subgroup of N. Then, as G is maximal in Y,
Y s N, contradicting the fact that N is a minimal normal subgroup of Y.
Thus G is not contained in N, and since G is maximal in Y, we have
Y s NG.
Write N s T = ??? = T with each T ( T , and for each i, let1 d i
 .p : N ª T denote the natural projection map. If p G l N s 1 for somei i i
 .i then T centralizes G l N and hence T : C S which is a contradic-i i Y
 . d  .tion. Hence p G l N / 1, for each i. Let M [  p G l N . Theni is1 i
M is a nontrivial G-invariant subgroup of N which contains G l N as a
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 .proper subgroup since G l N is almost simple . Since G is maximal in Y
it follows that Y s MG and hence that M is normal in Y. By the
 .minimality of N it follows that M s N. Thus p G l N s T , for each i,i i
and we deduce that T ( T ( S s G l N. Without loss of generality wei
 . 4may assume that G l N s s, . . . , s N s g S .
Now N is the unique minimal normal subgroup of Y, for if U were a
 .  .second minimal normal subgroup of Y then U F C N F C S , whichY Y
is not the case. This means in particular, since N is transitive on V G, that
Y is quasiprimitive on V G that is, each nontrivial normal subgroup of Y
.is transitive on V G . Moreover N is not regular on V G since S is not
w xregular. By the structure theorem in 18 classifying various types of finite
 w x.quasiprimitive permutation groups see the description in 1 it follows
immediately that Y is quasiprimitive of type SD, CD, or PA. In the first
w xtwo cases, using the notation of 1, Section 2 , N is a product of pairwisea
disjoint nontrivial strips of N, as is S, and since N s N S, we have aa
w xcontradiction to 1, Lemma 2.4 . Thus Y has type PA, which means that Na
is a subdirect subgroup of Rd for some proper subgroup R of S. Choose
x, y to lie in different right cosets of R in S. Since N s N S the elementa
 .  . .x, y, . . . , y of N may be expressed as a product r , r , . . . , r s, s, . . . , s1 2 d
for some r , . . . , r g R and s g S. Thus we have s s ry1 x s ry1 y g Rx l1 d 1 2
Ry, which is a contradiction. This complets the proof.
 .  .From now on we shall assume that neither a nor b of Theorem 1.1
 .holds and hence that Y s NG and G l N s 1. Let w : Y ª Aut N
 .denote the natural map induced by conjugation. Since C S s 1 itAut G
follows that Ker w l G s 1. Thus G is isomorphic to a subgroup of
 .Aut N . In the next lemma we show that N is elementary abelian.
LEMMA 2.3. N s Zd for some prime p and integer d ) 1.p
Proof. If d s 1 then from the remarks above it follows that N s T is a
nonabelian simple group and if Ker w s 1 then T has an insoluble outer
automorphism group, contradicting the ``Schreier conjecture.'' Thus Ker w
/ 1 and as G is maximal in Y, Y s Ker w G so Ker w ( N s T. Moreover,
Ker w l N s 1, and it follows that Ker w ( S and Ker w centralizes N.
< < < < < < < <Thus, Ker w s N s S ) V G so by Proposition 2.2, both N and Ker w
are transitive non-regular subgroups which centralize each other. This is a
contradiction. Thus d ) 1. Suppose that T is a nonabelian simple group.
Then N s T = ??? = T with each T ( T , and Y, and hence G, permutes1 d i
the simple direct factors T , . . . , T transitively.1 d
Suppose that S permutes these simple direct factors nontrivially. Then S
 .acts faithfully as a permutation group of degree d and hence d G m S . If
< < < < d < <N were semiregular on V G, then N s T would divide V G , which in
< <turn divides S , contradicting Lemma 2.1. Hence N is not semiregular on
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 .V G, and so by Proposition 2.2 ii , N is transitive on the 1-arcs of G. If Y
had a minimal normal subgroup M different from N, then M would
centralize the transitive group N, and hence M would be semiregular on
< < < < < <V G. In particular M F V G - S . However, as such a group M is
isomorphic to a normal subgroup of YrN ( G, M must have a normal
subgroup isomorphic to S, which is a contradiction. Hence N is the unique
minimal normal subgroup of Y and, as N is transitive on V G, Y is
w x w xquasiprimitive on V G. By 18 , and using the notation of 1 , Y is of
type SD, CD, or PA. In each case it is easy to see that there is some
mS . < < < <prime p such that p divides V G and hence divides S , contradicting
Lemma 2.1
 .  .dThus S normalizes each of the T , so w NS is a subgroup of Aut T ,i
 .d  .and hence of Inn T . It follows that w NS ( N and K [ Ker w l NS (
S. Thus K is a normal subgroup of Y which is not semiregular on V G
 < < < < < <.  .since K s S ) V G and hence, by Proposition 2.2 ii , K is transitive
on V G. Since now both N and K are transitive nonregular subgroups
which centralize each other, we have a contradiction. Hence T s Z forp
some prime p.
Next we show that Y is a subgroup of affine transformations of N and
that N is intransitive on V G. In the proof we identify the exceptional
 .example G s K of Theorem 1.1 b . We remind the reader that we are8
 .assuming that Y does not satisfy Theorem 1.1 b and so the possibility
G s K does not occur in the statement.8
LEMMA 2.4. N s Zd is the unique minimal normal subgroup of Y so thatp
 .G is ismorphic to an irreducible subgroup of GL d, p . Moreo¨er N is
intransiti¨ e and semiregular on V G.
Proof. Suppose that M is a minimal normal subgroup of Y and
M / N. Then M is isomorphic to a subgroup of YrN ( G, and it follows
that M ( S. However, this means that Ker w contains M = N and hence
 .  .that w Y is isomorphic to a quotient of Yr M = N which is isomorphic
 .  .to a subgroup of Out S . This contradicts the fact that w G ( G. Hence
N is the unique minimal normal subgroup of Y. In particular Ker w s N,
 .  .  .so G ( w G F GL d, p and w G is irreducible on N.
Now suppose that N is transitive on V G. Then Y is quasiprimitive on
 w x.V G of affine type HA, and so Y is primitive on V G see 18 . The pair
 .G,Y corresponds to an inclusion of a quasiprimitive subgroup in a
 . w xprimitive subgroup in Sym V G . It follows from 1 that G is primitive on
w xV G, and then it follows from 17, Table 1 of the Theorem that G s
 .PSL 2, 7 . However, in this case Y is 2-transitive on V G, so G s K and8
 .Theorem 1.1 b holds, contrary to our assumption. Thus N is intransitive
 .and it follows from Proposition 2.2 ii that N is semiregular on V G.
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N < < dRemark 2.5. Let B [ a , the N-orbit containing a . Then B s p ,
and the setwise stabilizer S is transitive on B and contains S as aB a
d w xsubgroup of index p . By Lemma 2.4, B / V G, and by 16 the quotient
graph G of G modulo the N-orbits is again a 1-arc transitive graph, and GN
is a cover of G . The group induced by Y on G is YrN ( G, and sinceN N
Y s NG , Y GN B . s GGN B .. This latter group contains as a subgroupB B B B
GGN B . which is permutationally isomorphic to GGa . and hence is primi-a a
 .tive. Thus G and Y are locally primitive on G , and S is transitive on theN
1-arcs of G .N
We now consider the various possibilities for the simple group S.
LEMMA 2.6. S is not an alternating group.
< < d < <Proof. Suppose that S s A for some n G 5. Since N s p divides Sn
 .  . w xit follows from Lemma 2.1 that d F n y 1 r p y 1 - n. Thus by 7 ,
w x w x22 , and 23 , N is the deleted permutation module for S over the field
 .GF p , and d s n y 2 if p divides n and d s n y 1 otherwise. It follows
 . ny2that p s 2 and again by Lemma 2.1 that d s n y 2 is even and 2
< < bdivides A . This is only possible if n s 2 for some b G 3 and Sn B
< < Ga .contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of S. Thus S is odd, and, since S isa a
<  . < < <transitive, G a is odd. Also the number of N-orbits, namely, S : S , isB
odd since S contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of S. The quotient graph GB N
< < <  . <thus has an odd number S : S of vertices, and odd valency G B sB N
<  . <G a . Hence G has an odd number of 1-arcs, which is impossible.N
LEMMA 2.7. S is not a sporadic simple group.
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that S is one of the sporadic simple
groups. Then d is greater than or equal to the least degree of a faithful
 .  .linear representation of S over the field GF p , that is, d G x S , where
 . w x dx S is given in the table in 13, 2.3.2 . Since we also require that p divides
< <S , it follows that p s 2, that S is one of M , M , J , Suz, and that d is12 22 2
one of 6, 6 or 7, 6 or 7, 12 or 13, respectively. However, since we require a
representation of S, rather than one of its proper covering groups, it
w x w xfollows from 8 that S / M or M . Moreover, if S s J then by 8 ,12 22 2
 wd s 6 and the Brauer character involves the irrationality b5 which see 8,
x.  .p. 284 has a minimal polynomial of degree 2 over GF 2 . It follows from
w x6, p. 155, Corollary 9.23 that a faithful representation of J in character-2
 .istic 2 of degree 6 must be over an even degree extension field of GF 2 , so
w xS / J . Finally if S s Suz then the argument of 13, p. 141 shows that2
there is no faithful representation of the simple group S of degree 12 or
 .13. There is, however, such a representation of 3 ? Suz.
 .Thus S is a simple group of Lie type, say S s S q , over a field of order
q. First we show that q is a power of p. For a prime p and a group G,
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< < < <  .G denotes the p-part of G , and O G denotes the largest normalp p
.p-subgroup of G.
 .  .LEMMA 2.8. S s S q is a simple group of Lie type o¨er the field GF q ,
where q s pe for some e G 1.
< < dProof. By Lemma 2.4, N is semiregular on V G and hence N s p
< <  .  .divides S . Also since G is an irreducible subgroup of GL d, p , d G e S ,
 . w x  w x.where e S is as given in 10, Table 5.3.A or see 11 . Thus
eS . < d < < <p p S .
Checking this condition carefully we find that only the following possibili-
ties remain:
 .S e S p d
 .L 5 2 2 22
 .L 7 2 2 32
 .PSp 3 4 2 4 F d F 64
 .U 2 4 3 44
 .U 3 6 2 6 F d F 74
We show that none of these cases arises. Since S is transitive on the set
 .  .of 1-arcs of G, we have by 1 that G ( G S, K, KgK , for some 2-element
g g S, with K s S . By Remark 2.5, S is transitive on the 1-arcs of thea
 .quotient graph G , and G is a cover of G . So G ( G S, H, HgH , for theN N N
< < d < <same g g S, with H s S . Note that H s p K .B
 .  .  .  .Since GL 2, 2 is soluble certainly S / L 5 . If S s L 7 ( L 2 then2 2 3
 . < < < < < <G s S and Y s NS s AGL 3, 2 . Since S : K s 8 S : H ) 8, G is aa
< < < <proper divisor of 21, and so G s 3 or 7. If G s 3 then G ( Z ,a a a 3
< < w xd s 3, and V G s 56. However, by 16 , G is an eight-fold cover of GG N
and as the action induced by Y on V G is 2-transitive it follows thatN
G s K , whence G should have valency 6, which is a contradiction. IfN 7
< < < <G s 7 then G ( Z , d s 7, and V G s 24. Arguing as above we havea a 7 G
G ( K , whence G should have valency 2, which is impossible.N 3
 .  .  .Now we look at S s PSp 3 ( U 2 . We have S F G F Aut S s S.2.4 4
w xSuppose first that p s 2. By 8, p. 60 , d is either 4 or 6. For d s 4 the
 wBrauer character involves the irrationalities b27 and z3 which see 8,
x.  .p. 284 have minimal polynomials of degree 2 over GF 2 . Arguing as in
the proof of Lemma 2.7 we conclude that a faithful representation of
 .PSp 3 in characteristic 2 of degree 4 must be over an even degree4
 . < < 6extension field of GF 2 , so d / 4. Hence d s 6. Since N s 2 divides
< < < <H , H contains a Sylow 2-subgroup P of S and K is odd. This implies
<  . < gthat d s G a must be odd. We claim that K l K / 1. Suppose to theG
contrary that K l K g s 1. Then H l H g is a Sylow 2-subgroup of S.
g  g :Since H l H is normalized by g, it follows that H l H , g is a
2-subgroup and hence is equal to H l H g. Thus g g H l H g and so
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 :  .H, g / S contradicting our remarks before 1 at the beginning of this
g < < wsection. Hence K l K / 1. In particular K is odd and composite. By 2,
x 4  .p. 26 , H is contained in either 2 : A or 2 ? A = A .2. Since A has no5 4 4 5
 .subgroup of order 15 it follows that H s 2 ? A = A .2, K s Z = Z ,4 4 3 3
 .  :  g .  :and d s 3. Thus Z H s a ( Z and also Z H l H s a . SinceG 2
 g . gZ H l H is a characteristic subgroup of H l H it follows that g g
 :.  :.N a . On the other hand H s N a , so that g g H, which isS S
impossible.
 .  . < < 4Thus if S s PSp 2 ( U 2 then p s 3 and d s 4. Here S s 3 , so34 4
< <  :H contains a Sylow 3-subgroup of S and K is prime to 3. Now K, g s S
 g .  g . w xand g g N K l K l N H l H . By 2, p. 26 , H is contained inS S
1q2 3 < < 2 3either 3 :2 A or 3 :S . So K divides 8 and hence d is 2 or 2 , andq 4 4 G
< g < < g < 4 4  g .K l K F 2. Thus H l H is 3 or 2.3 and so O H l H is a Sylow3
 :3-subgroup of S which is normalized by g. However, in this case H, g is
contained in the parabolic subgroup 31q2:2 A or 33:S of S containing H,q 4 4
 :contradicting the fact that H, g s S.
 .  .Finally we consider the case S s U 3 . While U 3 certainly has a4 4
<  . <representation in characteristic 2 of dimension d s 6 or 7, since U 3 is4
<  . <  .divisible by 7 and GL 7, 2 is not divisible by 7 it follows that U 3 g4
 .  .GL 7, 2 . So this representation is not realizable over GF 2 . Thus S /
 .U 3 .4
 e.Now we must consider the simple groups of Lie type S s S p . We
 .shall denote by R S the minimal dimension of a faithful, irreducible,p
projective KS-module, where K is an algebraically closed field of charac-
 . w xteristic p. The values of R S are given by 10, Table 5.4.C for all simplep
groups of Lie type. In the proof of the next lemma we use Lie notation for
 e.the simple groups S p .
 e.LEMMA 2.9. The integer e di¨ ides d and S s S p , dre, and N are as
gi¨ en in one of the lines of Table I or II.
 .Proof. The group G is an irreducible subgroup of GL d, p . Let f be
the largest divisor of d such that G is conjugate to a subgroup of
 f .GL drf, p . Without loss of generality we may assume that G F
 f .  .GL drf, p . Then we may regard N as a drf -dimensional faithful,
 f .absolutely irreducible projective GF p G-module. If G were realizable
 f .over some proper subfield of GF p then we would have a proper divisor
 c.c of f with G conjugate to a subgroup of GL drf, p . However, in this
case N would have a proper G-invariant subgroup of order pcd r f, contra-
dicting the fact that G is irreducible on N. Thus G is realizable over no
 f .  f .proper subfield of GF p , so the representation G - GL drf, p satis-
w x wfies the conditions of 10, Proposition 5.4.6 . Using this result and 10,
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xRemark 5.4.7 we have one of the following:
 .  .er fi f divides e and drf G R S ; orp
 .  . 2 2 2ii f divides 2 e but not e , S is of type A , D , or E andl l 6
 .2 er fdrf G R S ; orp
 .  . 3  .3er fiii f divides 3e but not e , S is of type D , and drf G R S .4 p
< < d < < etNote that, since N s p divides S s p , say, we have d F et. Thus inp
all cases
 .er e , fet G d G fR S . 2 .  .p
 . w x  .If e, f / e then using 10, Table 5.4C we see that 2 does not hold for
 e.  e.any simple group of Lie type S p . For example, if S s A p thenl
 .  .  .er e, f .R S s l q 1 and t s l l q 1 r2, and it is easy to see that f l q 1p
 .  .) el l q 1 r2. Thus we find that e, f s e; that is, e divides f so we have
 .  .  .f s e, 2 e, or 3e in case i , ii , or iii , respectively, and t G dre G
 .  . w xfre R S . Again using 10, Table 5.4.C we see that one of the followingp
holds.
S fre Values for dre S fre Values for dre
2e e .  . w  .xG 2 1 6 D p 2 4 l, l l y 12 l
e e 2 . w x  . w xE p 1 56, 63 C p 1 2 l, l7 l
" e e 2 . w x  . w xE p 1 27, 36 B p 1 2 l q 1, l6 l
3 e " e . w x  . w  . xD p 1 8, 12 A p 1 l q 1, l l q 1 r24 l
2" ew  .x  . w  .  . xD 1 2 l, l l y 1 A p 2 2 l q 1 , l l q 1 r2l l
w xNow applying 10, Propositions 5.4.11, 5.4.12 it follows that either S is as
3  e.  e.in Table I or II, or S s D p F GL dre, p and 8 F dre F 12, or4
" e.  e.  .S s A p F GL dre, p with dre s l l q 1 r2. The fact that p is oddl
in Table 1, line 2, and Table 2, line 4, will follow from Remark 2.10 below.
3  e. < < 8 e 4 eIn the case of S s D p , S is divisible by p q p q 1 and as4
 e.S F GL dre, p we must have dre s 12. In the latter case the twisted
2  e.  2 e.group S s A p is realized only over the field GF p in this represen-l
tation.
" e.  .Remark 2.10. In the case of S s A p , dre s l l q 1 r2 in Table I,l
3  e. < < dand S s D p , dre s 12 in Table II, we have S s p , so S containsp4 B
< <a Sylow p-subgroup of S, that is, S is a parabolic subgroup of S, and SB a
< < <  . <  <  . <and S : S are both prime to p. Thus G a is prime to p since G aB
< <.divides S . If p s 2 this implies that the number of 1-arcs of thea
< < <  . <quotient graph G , namely, S : S G a , is odd, which is not the case.N B
Hence p is odd. We have S s UL, where L is a Levi subgroup andB
 .U s O S , and S ( S UrU is a Hall p9-subgroup of S rU ( L. Thep B a a B
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fact that L has a Hall p9-subgroup places strong restrictions on the
possibilities for the parabolic subgroup S .B
Theorem 1.1 follows from the results of this section.
3. APPLICATIONS OF THEOREM 1.1
In this section we illustrate the way in which Theorem 1.1 can be used.
First we explore a fairly general situation in which we can prove that case
 .b of Theorem 1.1 does not arise. We need to avoid the possibilities of
certain factorizations of almost simple groups involving the given almost
simple group G. To explain the restriction on G we need some notation
concerning factorizations of almost simple groups.
DEFINITION 3.1. For an almost simple group H with socle T , a factor-
ization H s AB is called a maxq factorization if A and B are maximal
subgroups of H and neither A nor B contains T. A factorization H s AB
is called a maxy factorization if A and B are maximal among the
subgroups of H which do not contain T , but at least one of A, B is not
maximal in H.
DEFINITION 3.2. Suppose that G is almost simple with socle S and that
G acts faithfully and transitively on a set X. We shall say that the
 . permutation group G, X has property P if the following holds where
.x g X .
If H is an almost simple group with socle T / S, H has a maximal
 .  .subgroup isomorphic to G such that G - H - Sym X , and there is a
maxq or a maxy factorization H s GK with G l K G G , then H ( Ax n
< <or S and K ( A or S , respectively, where n s H : K .n ny1 ny1
 .Imposing property P on the transitive group G, V G together with a
 .restriction on the valency of G helps us to avoid case b of Theorem 1.1.
 .Recall that, for a nonabelian simple group S, m S denotes the minimal
index of a proper subgroup of S.
THEOREM 3.3. Let G be an almost simple group with socle S and let G be
 .a connected, nonbipartite, G-locally primiti¨ e graph of ¨alency d F m S r2.G
 .Suppose that G, V G has property P, that S is not semiregular on ¨ertices,
 .  .  .and that C S s 1. Then either S F Aut G F Aut S or case c ofAut G
Theorem 1.1 holds.
 .Proof. Suppose that case c of Theorem 1.1 does not hold and that
 .  .Aut G g Aut S . We may assume that G s Aut G l Aut S . Then G /
Aut G and by Theorem 1.1 there is an almost simple subgroup Y of Aut G
with socle T such that T / S and G is maximal in Y. If K is maximal
among the subgroups of Y which contain Y but do not contain T , thena
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Y s GK and so, by property P, Y s A or S and K s A or S ,n n ny1 ny1
< < < <respectively, where n s Y : K , and n divides V G . Set B [ Y . Since Gab
< <is transitive on the 1-arcs of G, Y s GB. Let p be a prime dividing B and
let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of B. Then P / 1, and since G is connected
Ga . <  .  4 <  .it follows that P / 1. Hence p F G a _ b - m S r2. Then from
< < < < < < < < < <Y s G . B r G l B it follows that each prime r dividing Y , such that
 . < <  w x.r G m S r2, must divide G . By Bertrand's postulate see 5, p. 68 there
 .is a prime r satisfying n G r ) nr2 G m S r2, and this prime must
< <therefore divide G . An element of G of order r must be a cycle of length
 .r in the natural representation of Y of degree n , and it follows that G is
 wprimitive of degree n. If r F n y 3 then by a result of Jordan see 24,
x.Theorem 13.9 , G contains A which is not the case. Thus there are non
primes r satisfying nr2 - r F n y 3, and hence n F 7. Since S is a simple
< <proper subgroup of T , n / 5. If n s 7 then 35 divides G and again G
contains A , which is a contradiction. Hence n s 6 and S ( A . However,n 5
 .this means that G has valency at most m S r2 - 3; that is, G is a cycle,
which is not the case since S F Aut G.
As another application of Theorem 1.1 we prove Theorem 1.3. Its proof
will be given separately for the Suzuki and Ree groups in the following two
 .  .lemmas. For a G, 2 -arc transitive graph G, G is 2-transitive on G a anda
 .hence G is primitive on G a . Thus if G is transitive on V G anda
transitive on the 2-arcs of G, then G must be G-locally primitive. Because
w x w xTheorem 1.3 is used in 3 and 4 to determine the automorphism groups
of the graphs constructed in those papers, we need to clarify the ways in
w x w xwhich some results from 3 and 4 are used in the proof of Lemmas 3.4
w x w xand 3.5 below. The results from 3 and 4 used here are those which prove
 .   .  ..that C S s 1 where S s Sz q or Ree q for each of the possibili-Aut G
ties for G . This condition then allows us to apply Theorem 1.1. Wea
considered it appropriate to prove Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5 in this paper as an
illustration of the use of our general result, Theorem 1.1.
 .   .. mLEMMA 3.4. Let Sz q F G F Aut Sz q , where q s 2 for some odd
 .integer m G 3, and let G be a connected G, 2 -arc transiti¨ e graph. Then
 .   ..Sz q F Aut G F Aut Sz q .
 .  .Proof. As in 1 , we may assume that G s G G, H, HgH for some
w xcore-free subgroup H and 2-element g. It was shown in 3, Proposition 4.4
 .that G is not bipartite and that S [ Sz q is transitive on the 1-arcs of G,
so in particular S is not semiregular of V G. Moreover, all possibilities for
w x wthe subgroup H have been determined in 3, Proposition 4.4 ; by 3,
x  .Proposition 4.4 and Lemma 7.3 in all but one case C S s 1 and inSymV G .
 . the remaining case C S s 1 although S has nontrivial centralizer inAut G
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 ..Sym V G . Thus Theorem 1.1 applies. We need to show that Theorem
 .1.1 b cannot hold.
Suppose to the contrary that there is an almost simple subgroup Y of
 .Aut G such that G s N G is a maximal subgroup of Y, and soc Y / S.Y
Since S is transitive on the 1-arcs of G, Y s Y S, where Y is theab a b
 . w x w xstabilizer of a 1-arc a , b of G. Then by 13 and 14 either soc Y s
 . q .Sp q s O q S, or Y has socle A and Y s AS, where A is a subgroup4 4 n
of Y not containing A such that either A 1 A F S = S , for somen nyk nyk k
k F 5 with S acting k-homogeneously of degree n, or n is 6, 8, or 10. In
 . w xthe former case set Y [ Sp q l Y . Then by 13, 5.1.7b we may1 4 a b
q .  . q .assume that Y F O q . Now soc Y s Sp q s O q S s Y S. Write1 4 4 4 1
< < < q . < < q . <s s S . Then we have O q : Y s S l O q rs. From soc Y sab 4 1 4
q . < q . <  .O q S it follows that S l O q s 2 q y 1 , and hence4 4
< q <O q : Y s 2 q y 1 rs. 3 .  .  .4 1
q .  .On the other hand O q has no subgroups of index 2 q y 1 rs, for4
 . < <  .1 F s - q y 1. Hence s is q y 1 or 2 q y 1 . Since S ) 2 q y 1 ita
follows that S is contained in a parabolic subgroup of S. It then followsa
w x m mfrom 3, Proposition 4.4 that d s q and S ( Z :Z . Hence s s q y 1a 2 2 y1
< q . <  .  . < . < < <and O q : Y s 2, so Y s L q = L q . Now soc Y s q Y and4 1 1 2 2 a 1
 .  .soc Y s soc Y S s BS, where soc Y F B - soc Y with B maximal ina a
w x  .soc Y. However, by 13 there are no such factorizations for soc Y ( Sp q .4
 .   .. 2Hence soc Y / Sp q . In the latter case, since m Sz q s q q 1 ) 10, n4
 .is not one of 6, 8, or 10. Since Sz q has no k-homogeneous representation
w x 2for k G 3 by 9 , we must have k F 2. Also n G q q 1. Let p denote them
< < w xlargest prime divisor of Aut G . By 3, Proposition 4.4 , the valency of G is
< . <less than 2 q, which implies that the largest prime divisor of Aut G isa
 w x. <  . <less than 2 q. Also see 21 the largest prime divisor of Sz q is less than
 .2 q and Sz q is transitive on V G. Thus p F 2 q. However, there is am
2 < <prime r satisfying 2 q - r - q F n, and hence Aut G is divisible by r,
contradicting p F 2 q. Thus no such subgroup Y exists.m
LEMMA 3.5. Let q s 3m for some odd integer m G 3, and let G be a
  . .  .connected Ree q , 2 -arc transiti¨ e graph. Then Ree q F Aut G F
  ..Aut Ree q .
 .  .Proof. As in 1 , we may assume that G s G G, H, HgH for some
 .core-free subgroup H and 2-element g. Since G [ Ree q has no sub-
 .groups of index 2, G is not bipartite, and since G is G, 2 -arc transitive G
is certainly not semiregular on vertices. All possibilities for the subgroup
w x wH have been determined in 4, Proposition 3.5 ; and by 4, Proposition 3.5
x  .and Lemmas 5.3 and 6.3 in all cases C G s 1. Thus Theorem 1.1Aut G
 .applies, and we need to show that case b cannot hold. Suppose to the
contrary that there is an almost simple subgroup Y of Aut G with soc Y / G
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 .   ..such that N G a subgroup of Aut G is maximal in Y. Since G isY
 . w xtransitive on the 1-arcs of G, Y s GY for a 1-arc a , b of G. By 13 andab
w x  .  .  .  .14 either soc Y s G q s SL 3, q G, with soc Y F SL 3, q , or Y2 a b
has socle A and Y s AG with A a subgroup of Y not containing An n
such that either A 1 A F S = S , for some 1 F k F 5 and G isnyk nyk k
k-homogeneous of degree n, or n is 6, 8, or 10. In the first case set
 .  .  . <  . <Y [ G q l Y . Now G q s SL 3, q G s Y G and G l SL 3, q s1 2 a b 2 1
 w x. < <q y 1 see 13, Proposition B of Section 8.3 . Set s s G . Then arguingab
as in the proof of Lemma 3.4,
< <SL 3, q : Y s q y 1 rs. 4 .  .  .1
 .Suppose that s s q y 1. Then G s G l SL 3, q has order q y 1 and byab
w x m m4, Proposition 3.5 , the only possibility for H s G is H ( Z :Z . Thisa 3 3 y1
 . < <  .  .means that soc Y has order q Y and soc Y s G q s G soc Y s GB,a 1 2 a
 .  .  . w xwhere soc Y F B - G q with B maximal in G q . However, by 13a 2 2
w x  . <  . <and 14 there are no such factorizations of G q . Hence 1 - SL 3, q : Y2 1
 .F q y 1. However, the minimal index of a proper subgroup of SL 3, q is
 3 .  . 2  .q y 1 r q y 1 s q q q q 1, and hence SL 3, q has no proper sub-
 .group Y satisfying 4 , which is a contradiction. The second possibility1
with Y s A leads to a contradiction by an argument similar to that in then
proof of Lemma 3.4.
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